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ABSTRACT

Researchers, short stories, agree that Jamalzadeh is Iran’s first short story writer. That Christophe Balay by examining the structure of nine papers Charand and Parand from Dehkhoda realized to form their story. This article taken another step forward and with short stories of Yusuf Shah or Akhundzadeh star cheated, of ancient this literary genre it has gone to back more than half a century. The story of Yousef Shah with satirical tone with a main event is Yousef Shah and will decline celestial event and five minor incidents related to the main event, to create space and develop appropriate to descriptions and characterization and most important of all deals to storytelling. Numbers of events are in extending the conventional a short story.
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Introduction

Of Charand and Parand often is mentioned as a major event in Persian Literature but few people yet attention has been to its narrative structure. For example Khanlari remembers it as proceedings. Hassan Kamshad knows it the only link between classical prose and persian folk. Iraj Afschar does not any mention to aspects of its validity and Mohammad Ali Spanlo knows them lack of story elements to contemporary meaning. However Mir-Abedini "short story Ghandarun", knows his nearest written the short story, finally he says: "Dehkhoda was not novelist" [1]. And finally Mir Sadeghi knows them the articles satire. Baraheni and Arian Poor more or less were busy to story elements at Dehkhoda writings. But the only person, who certainly attempted to review narrative structure of these writings, was Christophe Balay [2]. Before that, Ali Ghanbarzadeh knows them a Story, but East stories and denies Western features this is their story [3]. In this review, are emphasized two person and their work will not be drawn to the challenge Jamal Zadeh  but will be considered as a pioneer in short story writing in Iran; One of them is Dehkhoda and another is Akhond Zadeh. Before them Beroin and Simin Behbahani during articles that have written for Iranian this emphasizes the point that in examining the roots of Persian short stories, should considered dignity for Dehkhoda and even Akhundzadeh [4]. Despite this Mirsadeghi in the same Iranica has an article that according to a theory accepted by everyone does not know beginning of the short story except Jamalzada and almost does not give value to the two. But almost simultaneous with it, Christophe Balay- as came -in the work done at community Iran logy French was obsessed with to review proceedings of Charand and Parand and was a commendable attempt in identifying narrative structure of the articles. He called it the papers the short story thus this kind of literary history in Iran, to take back fifteen years. The query also, highlights a humorous take on the story and from the A section book Alam Araye Abbasi; Joseph King the short story or deceived stars Of the Akhund Zadeh that can returns to back Dearing the literary genre in total, more than sixty-five years.

Mr. Baraheni to Charand and Parand the bridge Knows toward literature that is still in its search that later achieved first with Jamalzadeh and then with Hedayat to its full development. The word this means that what suggests Dehkhoda story, is not a short story, complete with all the features of its narrative, but their separate ways of style Saadi fixed apologue processing. Among 9 Article reviewed above the origins short stories in Persia, second means the urban written has complexity of a short story adequately. Although there are various forms in this Papers that itself is indicate search in the consolidated. Figure 5 that of course as noted above, at Hedayat achieves to itself final form. Besides the objective to build a high content of Dehkhoda and they introduced the fictional context and expression of leading elements in this collection it seems, most
This framework, extent that be close to standards Western short stories, equally far be it benefit of fiction east so in the paper never will not do to a starting point at the start of Iranian short stories. According to the author, we actually are faced with a process approximately one hundred years of Akhundzadeh to Hidayat that at the end of this phase our writing fiction enters with the end of a search phase, another phase of the exploration construction range and fiction themes. This is the same formative period that unfortunately Missadeghi ignore it. Within this developmental period, cannot be ignored; the short story "house father" (1295) of Saeed Nafisi; the story only was published in 1317 and in collection Black Stars. So to navigate through this text we have to Jamalzadeh turn back and beginning analyze Dehkhoda - short story "The written urban" and then the Akhundzadeh because Christophe Balay has been review the Dehkhoda, with little critical on his work in the main part of article we will review to analysis of short stories star cheated 6 and is the same story that will focus our main effort toward him: The written urban Number of 6 newspaper Suresrafif is as following:

Then story in seven parts, continues by making independently of one another and in the end of each section are linked together the seven parts as following:

Finally, story is ended by reply "زروهمه چی" to "آزادخان کرده آزاد خان". This story has more complex tissue in terms of making unexpected and for our method. Actually original story is located within a framework. This framework is "آزادخان کرده آزاد خان". So besides role of relationship repetitive questions, this is collections seven sections within the framework that connects them together and provides as a short story. Technique connect a story with bring up such questions and creation of suspension for preparation continue the story and links to events, is kind of payment Picarask. Because shows clearly domination of materialism and egoistic motives and every part despite the structural independence, there are about a person that tries spend their own affairs to any way possible. This story the simple narrative has simply a dramatic and dramatic a complex story that combines both style fight (rogue) and western short story in its full meaning. This story after a very negligible description directly enters to original story. Namely almost no description starting, immediately is involved in the story. Indeed we find description the story throughout scattered story. In other words, starts story the situation in the Middle and height; the peak gradually, becomes sharper at the end of each section and with little incident will in the same condition and never would not the complete landing and unraveling and the mind reader remains suspended along with the narrator. Balay [3] says: "The concept of inquiry, like sprung presses on each of the part of this story gradually and finally is released at the end of the story, or according to Gel, opens nodes and the story goes to "Landing" [3].

This was while, when nodes story was opened that or the narrator came to a clear answer or the reader to the concept of response implies that on the series of signs. But we not only in general the framework, but the inside story also we put in full suspension and the response perhaps takes a long time, while we still remain in suspension. When not reached narrator to answer questions or story characters, we are facing with an Unfolding Story and end that is property story middle entirely. This is same features that, its Balay [3] reminds in review Ghandarun" The story begins based on the story pattern new West, and using familiar techniques "in the middle of Events" (in medias res) [3]. Reply that "زروهمه چی" to "آزادخان کرده آزاد خان" is not a answer, but is remove narrator of route pursuit of answers and ridiculed the personality that is possible not anybody except me and you and this is the same node remains not opened. For continue discussion about it should be looked at to book sources Persian short stories By Michael Coe Press and Christophe Balay [3]. Based on author's work, is on the story of Yusuf Shah that has been noticeable for much less.

Results and Discussion

Perspective of realism in literature:

Realism in 1856 and then founded a magazine called realism to edit Deuranty, specifically was converted to a literary term and the same time generally used to the semantic in contrast to idealism. Realism had begun of Philosophy use was to describe view that believed, are general or abstract that are the true facts [5]. But of the 17th century AD and appearance Decart and explain the origin of individual and human consciousness, age of
Modernity was started in philosophy [6] and followed by this literature and what is about us means the story was the host of new attitudes to life and human and was in fact to all the world that showed its in novels Richardson and Fyldyng beginning in the 18th century. The word that fact is one matter quite individual became to root of story beginning in the 18th century. The word that fact is showed its in novels Richardson and Fyldyng means the story was the host of new attitudes to life followed by this literature and what is about us Modernity was started in philosophy [6] and understanding of subject and goes followed by the commitment we remind to a right to criticize that a dream; The point is delicate with a mix of good and Realism that always is closer to the history up to to between us of subject discussed and is located at Middle pure fantasy that completely the distances Romance and pure fantasy. But should be noted that motion of history pure to Realism (realism), »(Naturalistic exaggerated realism) namely story is "Exaggeration of realism leads to naturalism. or to express more technical it must be said: naturalism, protected remains distance between them with property inheritance (heredity) that There is in around the world. Actually at this point that Realism Realistic discussion of...follow of feature triple that modern fiction puts aside 6. followed by expression of rhetorical transparency and like the modern short story is not understandeable 5. interpret...as a story:...(. . .) Todoruf [7] says: "Ideal of interpretation, is text persuade to speak" [7] means loyalty to the topic. In the Realistic short story:
1. Time has objective function and outstanding
2. Location is as time believable and understandable
3. Character is tangible and believable
4. Viewing Angle is not knower of all, because basically this story is as a picture that his task is represent image and reality in the text and does not to interpret
5. Prose also no functional except clarity, transparency and like the modern short story is not followed by expression of rhetorical
6. Finally, most importantly the plan or plot does follow of feature triple that modern fiction puts aside it:

Realistic discussion of "یوسف شاه یا ستارگان فربی خورده" story:

Akhoundzadeh first was known as a playwright. He six-piece Theater and a story during the years 1229 to 1234 in Tbilisi wrote to Azeri Turkish language that in the year 1232 was published to Title allegories to Russian language. Then in the year 1238 published the main language between 1255 and 1250 to Solar was published Persian language. He writes himself about the purpose of this work:

His innovation was demonstrated the everyday reality that with vigilance has seen them and hasty plans is adjusted in the form of stories and plays. About motion and course mind and his thought at theme issue, mentioned one case would be useful and interesting. Akhoundzadeh in a letter dated 29 March 1871 namely the same year that Mohammad Jafar Qrjah daghy this series was published to Persian, wrote him as following:

As noted above, this mind move in becoming a reality (pure history) to story or any type of other literary it is not possible except through entering the field of romance and if be apart from this, does not difference with a historical rewrite. The story of Yusuf Shah a satirical impressions, is the event that occurred in the seventh year of King Abbas Safavi in Qazvin, Capital the early years in this dynasty. Secretary Exander bik in the year 1025 AH as Alam Araye Abbasi, wrote to prose secretary in writing. Title other Cheated stars, is a metaphor and funds of its humor, is sweet and hearty and in processing a change. The primary is concerned the definition of short story that does not allow, a short story of the measure quantitative criteria. Because was not serious it means the quantity, will not enter into talk about it and the reader can with careful follow-up article, sees things that will deserve a short story. This is a story that at first shows us itself features as

»(...)
With this sample simply, it separates of anecdote and incident. Has started a field that is castle and a condition: Days with a very comforting feeling; Nice and incident. Has started a field is that castle and a description of and a simple slice of everyday life. As objectively action and no nodal and no disorder there your fasting with a cherry Khiavi Hafez, no fade these features. For example, short story open we'll see in the narrative turns towards modernity, realistic story. Later and in the decades 70 and then that is the outer all is of the outstanding features a .

Expansion section is so that " يوسف باياد شاه مي شد": the logical order of events and type of action that is the outer all is of the outstanding features a realistic story. Later and in the decades 70 and then we'll see in the narrative turns towards modernity, fade these features. For example, short story open your fasting with a cherry Khiavi Hafez, no objectively action and no nodal and no disorder there are times In the longitudinal and the whole story is a description of and a simple slice of everyday life. As written so we will continue step by step with a method and criticism workshop. It is true that with a default have been achieved scientific research work it is therefore proposed, have been achieved after a detailed review of accessories. After node is opened, should using such techniques, delayed opening of this node. This work is as to convey the story. Here are techniques than are ready an available to the narrator, are creative and innovative. We cannot use barriers disclosed gone, try in disorder in the fast moving story toward unraveling. What in this story helps the suspension (suspense) and to convey actions, in addition to the suspension of the four cases are:

Again the influx does not end success and kill the king, gentle humor and hidden work is Akhundzadeh. Akhundzadeh business Index is notice to the technique and through it’s connected to the bitter reality. When moves the main character, the motion may be external or internal in different cases as lamp is that with its light, does light angles to its surroundings and what we saw do not shows to us. Scholes exactly is at the same meaning that says: "Literature puts us assume magnificent of life, but in addition us in return that is not escape from it equipped to new equipment" [8]. Please note to following:

This way that history of Iranian literature, with different rates of severity and moderation is used in critique of his society examples like Ebn Yamin; Sanayee, Obaid, Hafez, Delkhoda, Iraj, Jamalzadeh and others. In case (h) king without any objection and expression of arrogance, rational is aware to their sacrifice. What the irony to notable and the coherence (coherence) in the story, is being it covered. In other words reader accurate with this issue discovery, First sees its own share the story of the formation process and Second the discovery enjoy the is the most important features of a literary work, offers to him. Reader following story wants reaches to more cases of this discovery. Youssef Shah has a responsibility as Siavash. Despite his own will benefit all, Shah Abbas, to his family and friends. Despite he is donation life although be temporary about family and his friends. This discussion can be continued, but then we are certainly got out of path.

The main character is Youssef but we still have not a good image of him. This characterization is also true about other people. Narrator is knower whole third person (third-person objective) story no of describing and not of behavior. And rely on word neither of nor of the situation, none of does not use for their introduction. Indeed space and individuals are placed in dust and fog. The persons do not any within a rich to story and although the narrator tries with the expression almost clumsily and aberrant ministers of King we will introduce them, still cannot offers the role colorful and direct in against clear them. This is in direction in against real stories.

As description and diagram space and people is a prominent element in this style. It lead us to anything significant and it is very high importance plot for the narrator. This plan or plot we will discuss in the end when all elements within were analyzed. With a doctrine that have of school of realism what in the painting and what the short story character also like other components should be like the truth. Conversations also, so should be. Namely dialogue
or speech each of the parties is an integral component and undeniable their processing. As many of the authors owner style with brevity of a sentence sustentation seek for to depict main characters or complementary and even subsidiary. Apart from the prose and writing practices among the draws feet of brevity, now our focus is on the illustration of character. The character that we focus is to be modern fiction on brevity and dialogue, in real Story reaches to description of complete and further uses of repetition. But it should not be ignored that tone in Real Story is more intimate and colloquial. The tone and language is very strong tendency to abbreviation and the terms of also speech language is always more progressive of written language the innovations and update language. One of the signs of believable characters this is that narrator accepts own him. In this accept own narrator, should we find how application of repeat when the narrator of Joseph King is in story telling, in application this feature has procedural unbalanced; we consider these examples:

1. Molana says:
   "...این اولت در شهر قزوین سکن شده، از اجامار و اولای مرید جمع اورده، همیشه به ضرب و ضن علمای کرام و خانم شریعت، زمان خاندومه است. این ملوم همهی مربیان خود را صراحت نکر می کند که اگر علمی کرام به مردمان عام قربی می دهد مثل عقیده ی یگونه ایستار نیست، و خس و مال امداد خان سفر، گویا ما از آن جهت باز غلام در رأی می شود، و علاوه بر این به نتیجه پی آید که مردم خود را می باید مبتکر مردمان فرضی از جای قبیل ببیند که پاراز خودمان را نهادیت ساخت. امکانات و اصول بهتر نیست که از کندا مردمان ای داشته هم از این آگاه‌اند و ممتیک استی های این ها بازی که و اغلب منفعتی عادی نیست؟ همیشه به هوا ی منفی، مثل بیشتر را از جنگی و مواخت و ممکنی های همینی. در رهبت و کردار خودسان هرگز به قانون و قاعدی ای نمی‌باشند. این اسم رفگر عمل گرفته است و وضعیت و زمینه نوعی یک که مخصوص به این اشخاص شده است..."

2. Narrator says:
   "از گرایش شهر شناختی می‌کرد که می‌گفت که مردمان بیماره ی فوق‌العاده همیشه از سیاست راهبردی، سطح و پرپاشند. بنده. و در این حال از سالهای اخیر سالی از این حرف‌آوری‌های جعلی و زکانی، از سال پیدا کرده، و در زمینه‌ای که باعث گرانی شده بود، بیوستهم یک دستگاه دارد. از این نیز که در پرپاشند بزگ‌تر می‌باشد، این دانسته راه‌نمای است و فردی است، این دانسته راه‌نوردی است، ببالا رفت، و نیز مسلمان، مردم عده، حضرت که همیشه به ساختن پرورش علیه، باز خوش‌الدیر نزدیک به نو علیه است که همیشه به این ملت‌ها نیست و اندازه‌ای به جهت رعیت و رقابت که منصرع به این اشخاص شده است...

So we can put these two words interchangeably to that have said completely different individuals. As no nothing will happen. What we said so far should be clear that the narrator is a plot and following the principles of realism and as him has said, this work him is finding conquest and suggestions for others continue working. According to same principle also, individuals have no identity and of course this is partly caused by the weak story. The individuals have done their work in the plot, then such as a theater actor are outside of the story. This no problem itself but is true Yusef's family and wife of King so that had the presence of neutral only in the field of story also, friends assigned to work Yusef Shah that had to be the role more bold. Other characters are stars. Likely this sentence will be surprised you but comment its author best of all Described and throughout the whole story has penetrated in it spirit and has created all the events. At least it, this is that we have not seen any of the characters but always have affection with person star and also sometimes incorporate and when in unraveling the story we knew his defeat, we are sad and actually this is the only place the story that raises our feeling of compassion. It is important can character the reader is accompanied with itself. Indeed this amount of also is concerned to our outer experience namely scientific that we go with our own to within the story. This is like saying Scholes that life knows helpful that helps us at understand the story. Unconscious use of "سنجش" prose, pun and derivation as regards tendency of prose writing.
toward simple writing was still in the beginning is negligible as following:

As we bring quote of the Damon and we were aware to story of Yusuf Shah, followed by to pay events both that number and their role in the framework of the story emphasis will to short or its absence. Discussion is on the number of incident or event. There is in tale of an event and in other words image is not a further stage but short story is series of events so that the story, develop the necessary be for payment themes and introduction to Personality and total the storytelling. In terms of these events to what extent are associated with main Event taking place, the difference between long story and even novel occurs with short stories. And this key is open node boundaries these four types of literature. The story has a frame (frame) and story within it are planning boundaries these four types of literature. The story is of an event and no creation to concept it’s pure. No way except benefiting from a matter historical and apart from that ability to create stories is impossible for him. Indeed work that has done he, a reprocessing is of an event and no creation to concept it’s pure. No problems not enter on Akhundzadeh, as he explains their Manifesto in other words, that we brought in text, with all humility, although the almost in terms of a realistic short stories, in all its elements has lacks but is a short story.
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